The current research on ensemble clustering mainly focuses on integration strategies, but the attention regarding the measurement and optimization of basic cluster is less emphasized. Based on the information entropy theory, this paper proposes a quality metric of basic cluster, and the clusterings are further selected by incorporating two-branch decisions and three-way decisions respectively. Determined by preset threshold(s), mechanism of two-branch based basic clustering filtering (BCF2BD) and three-way based basic clustering filtering (BCF3WD) are developed. Concretely, the basic clustering in BCF2BD is deleted if the quality metric of it is less than the preset threshold ξ , and the new clustering member is added to maintain the basic cluster set count. The basic clustering in BCF3WD is deleted if the quality metric of it is less than the preset threshold β, retained if the quality metric of it is greater than the preset threshold α, recalculated if the quality metric of it is greater than β and less than α. Both mechanism executed repeatedly until either non-decrement of basic clusters occurred or maximum iteration count reached. Contrastive experiments show that both methods of filtering algorithms can effectively improve the performance of ensemble clustering, and the three-way decisions filtering algorithm get less time consumption.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, ensemble clustering [1] algorithm has gradually become a hot research topic in unsupervised machine learning due to its advantages in clustering effect and robustness. The main idea of ensemble clustering is to achieve unsupervised clustering task by fusing different versions of basic clustering members [2] . The performance of clustering is closely related to the process of clustering algorithms. Roughly speaking, the process of ensemble clustering consists of two steps, namely, the ensemble clustering algorithm generates basic clustering membership set first, and then it will design a kind of efficient integration strategy (consensus function). At present, the main research content of ensemble clustering technology also revolves around the above two steps.
The vast majority of researches studied from the perspective of clustering integration strategy. The integration
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Szidónia Lefkovits . strategy aims to combine the members of the basic clustering efficiently with a kind of consensus function. The integration strategies include hyper-graph [3] - [5] , information theory [6] , correlation matrix [7] , [8] , voting strategy [9] et al.
There are two main methods for generating basic clustering members. One method is to set different initial parameters by the same clustering method or to get different basic clustering members with different clustering methods acting on the same data set [8] , [10] - [12] . Another method is using the same clustering method to deal with nonequivalence(different dimensions, sides of the data set) transformations of the same data set, and then different basic clustering members are obtained. The transformations include projecting the data set and sampling [11] , [13] - [17] . Both methods aim at generating overall high-quality basic clustering. However, with using clustering algorithm to obtain a new basic clustering member repeatedly, it will lead to the generation of some low-quality basic clustering inevitably. Comparatively, reports on the measurement of basic clustering quality and quality filtering strategies are preliminary. If we can construct an effective quality measure of basic clustering and optimize the selection of basic clustering according to the quality of basic clustering, the effect of ensemble clustering will be improved.
Regarding the measurement of the quality of basic clustering as an uncertain problem, this paper proposes a novel quality metric based on information entropy theory to measure the quality of basic clustering. The quality of basic clustering is the uncertainty of basic clustering w.r.t. the consensus result of ensemble clustering (The uncertainty computed by the information entropy represents the similarity between the pair of random variables). In addition, the two-branch decisions and the three-way decisions [18] , [19] are typical methods to solve uncertainty problems. Further, the paper proposes two improved basic clustering filtering algorithms based on the above quality metric.
Therefore the main contributions are as follows: 1) From the information-theoretic perspective, we propose an uncertainty measure called cluster average entropy. This measure can characterize the informativeness within clusters and severs as an indicator in ensemble clustering.
2) Two-branch decisions and three-way decisions are incorporated for basic clustering selection. The thresholds are interpretable and representative clusterings are deduced.
3) Two basic clustering filtering algorithms are proposed and a novel framework of ensemble clustering algorithm which added basic clustering filtering preprocessing is constructed. 4 ) Experiments on benchmarks demonstrate the superiority in both effectiveness and efficiency, as compared to state-ofthe-art solutions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work. Section III elaborates the proposed quality metric. Section IV expounds two filtering algorithms based on the quality metric. Section V presents the experimental results and further discussions, and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Ensemble learning is an important technique in machine learning, which aims to combine multiple base learners to obtain a probably better learner [1] . Ensemble clustering consists of two stages: the generation of basic clustering and the integration of basic clustering. Given a data set D = {d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d τ }, ensemble clustering algorithm generates a set of basic clustering members first, i.e. the set = {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C M }. Then the algorithm aggregates the information provided by and producing the consensus result C which generally outperforms majority of basic clusterings in .
The pipeline of ensemble clustering algorithm is shown in Figure 1 . Wherein, the generation of M basic clusterings is a process which performing M -times clustering method on the data set D, and the set of basic clustering formed by the results of the M -times clustering results can be recorded as the i-th basic clustering member in set . The cardinality (which recorded as | | = M ) of the set represents the number of basic clustering members in set , and |*| represents the cardinality of the set *. The arbitrarily basic clustering member C i ∈ in set is composed of several clusters, which recorded as
Any one of them ( c i j ∈ C i ) represents the j-th cluster in the basic clustering C i . The cardinality (which recorded as |C i | = N i ) of the basic clustering C i represents the C i is composed of N i clusters. For any pair of basic clusterings C i ∈ , C j ∈ in the set , when i = j, the cardinality number of the pair of basic clusterings, that is |N i | and |N j |, can be set to be same or different depending on the algorithm design requirements.
The diversity amongst basic clustering members is a crucial factor influencing the performance of ensemble clustering [1] . A crucial task of generating basic clustering is to maximize the diversity of each basic clustering [20] . In recent decades, in the step of basic clustering generation, various methods have been proposed to increase the diversity within basic clusterings, and those methods can almost be classified into the following two groups: (1) homogeneous set of basic clustering, which generate members by implementing a single clustering algorithm with different initial parameters many times; (2) heterogeneous set of basic clustering, which generate members with different clustering algorithms. A comprehensive investigation for this step has been reported in [21] . Moreover, [22] , [23] etc want to extract information from data sets. Reference [22] proposed a new framework which is used for improving clustering efficiency and it is based on use of a subset of initial clusters.
Similarly, as the two main studies of ensemble clustering, graph based [24] and similarity matrix (such as Co-association(CA) matrix [25] ) based method are popular recent years. Wherein, CA matrix plays a crucial role in similarity matrix based method. The CA matrix measures the similarity between a pair of instances by recording how many times they occur simultaneously in a same cluster. Evidence Accumulation Clustering (EAC) [12] is one of the pioneers utilizing the CA matrix to aggregate the set of basic clustering. With using CA matrix as similarity matrix, EAC can choose one of traditional clustering algorithm such as agglomerative clustering [12] , hierarchical clustering [26] to obtain the consensus result. [27] proposed a new ensemble clustering approach which is based on the EAC paradigm and is able to determine the probabilistic assignments of data objects to clusters. In addition, a lot of researches have been made to improve the quality of co-association matrix. For example, in [28] , the authors refined the EAC by considering the size of clusters, in [7] , the authors introduced the shared neighbors information to CA matrix, and in [29] , the authors designed a locally weighted strategy to refine the CA matrix. Reference [30] proposed a fuzzy weighted clustering algorithm and named Fuzzy Weighted Locally Adaptive Clustering (FWLAC) algorithm. The proposed FWLAC algorithm is capable of handling imbalanced clustering. And the [31] further propose a novel fuzzy clustering ensemble framework based on a new fuzzy diversity measure and a fuzzy quality measure to find the basic clustering members with the best performance. In addition to the approaches mentioned above, some improvements have been made in [18] , [32] - [36] .
The graph based methods generally integrate the information provided by the members in the set of basic clusterings as a graph G = {V , E}, and then determine the consensus result of ensemble clustering by graph partition technology. Cluster-based Similarity Partitioning Algorithm (CSPA), Hyper Graph Partitioning Algorithm (HGPA) and Meta-Clustering based Algorithm (MCA) proposed in [3] are three representative graph partitions based ensemble clustering methods. In [37] , a Bipartite Graph based algorithm is developed to utilize the similarity among data points and clusters simultaneously. And, it has been improved in [38] , where a weight vector associated with the clusters is introduced in consensus functions. In [39] , a novel ensemble clustering approach has been proposed based on fast propagation of cluster-wise similarities via random walks, which learns a cluster similarity graph with the base clusters treated as graph nodes and the cluster-wise Jaccard coefficient exploited to compute the initial edge weights. In [40] , to overcome the issue of overlooking the uncertain links and local links in many graph based methods, a method has been proposed based on sparse graph representation and probability trajectory analysis. This method is further proposed an elite neighbor selection strategy to identify the uncertain links by locally adaptive thresholds and construct a sparse graph with a small number of probably reliable links. Some related improvements can refer to [41] and [42] .
In addition, inspired by bagging and boosting algorithms in classification, some research achievements on ensemble clustering are [43] - [45] etc. [43] presented the non-weighing and weighing-based sampling approaches for clustering, [44] proposed non-adaptive and adaptive resampling schemes for the integration of multiple independent and dependent clusterings. Reference [45] presented a nonlinear objective function, called fuzzy string objective function (FSOF), which maximizes the agreement between the ensemble members and minimizes the disagreement simultaneously. Inspired by evaluation approaches measuring the efficacy of a set of partitionings, i.e., [46] , the drawback of commonly used approach Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) is discussed in this paper, after which a new asymmetric criterion, called the Alizadeh-Parvin-Moshki-Minaei criterion (APMM), is proposed to assess the association between a cluster and a set of partitionings. The experimental results prove that the APMM criterion overcomes the deficiency in the conventional NMI measure. And [46] also proposed a clustering ensemble framework that incorporates the idea of APMM to find the best cluster distributions.
All algorithms mentioned above have achieved success in improving the precision and stability of ensemble clustering. However, the process of generating basic clustering causes uncertainty both in the member-level and basic clustering level. By the way, the integration of basic clustering is the aggregation process of the basic clustering set with a suitable integration method. The aggregation process can be expressed as C = f ( ) , wherein the consistency function f is an integration method, which C is the final clustering result. The low-quality basic clustering generated in the first step also deteriorates the aggregation process which conducted by the function f . Hence, it is necessary to propose a quality metric for basic clustering.
In addition, in view of the fact that the quality discrimination of basic clustering is a typical uncertainty problem. This paper uses the two-branch decisions and three-way decisions strategy to filter the basic clustering members. And a large number of experiments have proved that two strategy can improve the performance of ensemble clustering.
III. QUALITY METRIC OF BASIC CLUSTERING BASED ON INFORMATION ENTROPY
A set of basic clustering is the foundation of the ensemble clustering algorithm. The quality of each basic clustering member C i ∈ in set has impact on the consensus result. To alleviate the drawback from low-quality clustering members on ensemble clustering, this paper proposed a method for quality evaluation of basic clustering members from the information-theoretic perspective.
In information theory [6] , information entropy is a measure of the uncertainty associated with random variables. Because of the characteristics of ensemble clustering, any basic clustering member C i in the ensemble clustering , elements in a specific cluster c n i ∈ C n may be divided into multiple clusters in another basic clustering C m ∈ . Obviously, it is almost likely that the data objects in c n i may belong to N m different clusters in C m , and the N m = |C m |. In addition, different clusters in the same basic clustering are independent of each other. Based on the above notions, the cluster uncertainty metric based on information entropy can be defined as:
Definition 1: For any pair of clusters c n i ∈ C n ,c m j ∈ C m in the basic clustering set with C n ∈ , C m ∈ and c n i ∩ c m j = ∅, the uncertainty of c n i w.r.t. c m j is defined as:
where,
The uncertainty of a set of random variables is usually measured by joint information entropy [6] . For the N n clusters in basic clustering C n (recorded as C n = {c n 1 , c n 2 , . . . , c n N n }), any one cluster c n i is independent w.r.t. the rest clusters. According to Definition 1, the uncertainty of cluster c n i ∈ C n w.r.t. another basic clustering C m ∈ can be computed as the sum of the probability that the elements in c n i appear in every cluster of basic clustering C m . Therefore, the uncertainty of cluster c n i w.r.t. C m can be defined as: Definition 2: Given a basic clustering set , the uncertainty measure of cluster c n i w.r.t. C m is computed as:
where, N m is the number of basic clustering C m , and c m j is the j-th cluster in the basic clustering C m . Definition 2 gives an uncertainty measure of a cluster w.r.t. any basic clustering. For ∀ i, j, m, p(c n i , c m j ) ∈ [0, 1], the uncertainty H m (c i ) ∈ [0, log(N m )) is obtained. That is to say, when all the data objects in c i belong to the same cluster in C m , the uncertainty of c i w.r.t. C m is minimized (H m (c i ) = 0). When the intersection of all clusters of C m and c i is not an empty set, the relative uncertainty of c i and C m will be maximal.
Assuming that the basic clusterings are independent of each other, the uncertainty of c n i ∈ C n w.r.t. the set can be expressed as the sum of the uncertainties of c n i w.r.t. each basic clustering in set .
Actually, the member of the basic clustering set is product using clustering algorithm independently. Therefore, the uncertainty of clusters c i w.r.t. is defined as:
where M is the cardinality of the set . The Definition 3 has defined the uncertainty of any cluster c n i ∈ C n w.r.t. the set . This uncertainty reflects the probability of a cluster can be formed in the process of integration. That is to say, if a cluster appears in all the basic clustering members in set , and one can argue that c n i must appear in the C . Hence, the uncertainty of c n i w.r.t. the set reaches its minimum, i.e. H (c i ) = 0. For the sake of better understanding the process of solving the uncertainty, an example is given below. Among them, Figure 2 shows a set with three basic clusterings, i.e.
}. C 1 contains 3 clusters, C 2 contains 4 clusters, and C 3 contains 4 clusters. The data objects contained in each cluster are shown in Table 1 .
As shown in Table 1 , the cluster C 1 1 contains 3 data objects, C 1 2 contains 4 data objects, and C 1 3 contains 3 data objects. We show the calculation of three clusters in C 1 w.r.t. here.
According to Definition 1, the uncertainty of cluster c i w.r.t. all clusters in set are calculated. Taking cluster C 1 3 for an example, it is to calculate the uncertainty between C 1 3 and 10 clusters except
= 0 is available. According to Definition 2, the uncertainty of cluster c i w.r.t. the basic clustering C m in the set is calculated as follows: Taking clusters C 1 3 for an example, it is to calculate the uncertainty of C 1 3 relative to basic clusterings C 1 , Table 2 . At this point, any cluster c i ∈ in the set can give uncertainty w.r.t. . However, due to the different number of clusters in each basic clustering, the overall entropy (superimposed by the cluster entropy) will not represent the uncertainty of each basic clustering. Hence, the quality of the basic clustering cannot be directly defined by joint information entropy. In order to eliminate the issues caused by the different number of clusters, a metric called cluster average entropy to represent the average cluster uncertainty in basic clustering is proposed. It is defined as follow:
Definition 4: For the basic clustering C m in the set , given a quality metric H µ (C m ) called cluster average entropy to measure the quality of C m . H µ (C m ) represents the average uncertainty degree of the clusters w.r.t. the basic clustering C m . The calculation formula is:
where c m i represents the i-th cluster in the basic clustering C m , and n m is the count of clusters in the basic clustering C m . Therefore, the basic clustering uncertainty can be measured by the average entropy of the clusters in Definition 4. The uncertainty of basic clustering represents the correlation between clustering and consensus results. That is to say, how much information the basic clustering can provide for the whole ensemble . The larger the cluster average entropy of the clustering, the stronger the uncertainty of the clustering. Namely, the worse the quality of the basic clustering, the worse the quality of the basic clustering. On the contrary, the smaller the average entropy of the basic clustering, the weaker the uncertainty of the basic clustering. Namely, the higher quality of the basic clustering, the higher quality of the basic clustering. Hence, the cluster average entropy can be used to measure the quality of the basic clustering.
IV. BASIC CLUSTERING FILTERING ALGORITHM BASED ON QUALITY METRIC A. BASIC CLUSTERING FILTERING ALGORITHM BASED ON TWO-BRANCH DECISIONS
Classical binary logic, that is, two-branch decisions (positive/negative decision), is an important idea for computer science to solve uncertainty problems. The basic semantics is to divide the element x (x ∈ D) into a certain object set (POS ξ (D) or NEG ξ (D)) in line with the uncertainty of x by setting two-branch decisions evaluation function λ.
When λ(x) ≥ ξ , the element x is divided into the positive decision domain of the set D, and this decision domain is denoted as POS ξ (D);
When λ(x) < ξ , the element x is divided into the negative decision domain of the set D, and this decision domain is denoted as NEG ξ (D).
Where ξ is the two-branch decisions thresholds and ξ ∈ (0, 1).
Therefore, based on the two-branch decisions and Definition 4, the basic clustering quality evaluation function λ(C m ) for the two-branch decisions is constructed, which is defined as:
Definition 5: For any basic clustering C m ∈ , the evaluation function of basic clustering filtering algorithm based on two-branch decisions is λ(C m ) = e −H µ (C m ) . Where H µ (C m i ) is the cluster average entropy of the basic clustering C m .
To satisfy the range domain of the two-branch decisions threshold ξ (ξ ∈ (0, 1)), the cluster average entropy H µ (C m i ) of the basic clustering is normalized to the evaluation function λ(C m ) ∈ (0, 1] by the normalization function, which facilitates the classification of two-branch decisions idea.
For the example in section 3.1, the evaluation function λ(C m ) is used to construct two-branch decisions. The calculation method is:
Firstly, according to the Definition 4, the cluster average entropy of the basic clustering C 1 can be calculated as:
Secondly, according to the Definition 5, the two-branch decisions evaluation functions of the basic clusterings C 1 , C 2 , C 3 are shown in Table 3 .
Available from Definition 4, the evaluation function λ(C m ) ∈ (0, 1]. Typically, when the uncertainty of the basic clustering C m reaches a minimum, that is H (C m ) = 0, the value of λ(C m ) reaches its maximum, i.e. λ(C m ) = 1. When the uncertainty of the basic clustering C m reaches a maximum, the value of λ(C m ) will reach its minimum.
Based on the above basic clustering and two-branch decisions idea, the following basic clustering filtering method is proposed:
Given the basic clustering quality filtering threshold ξ , for any basic clustering C m ∈ , wherein | | = M , the clustering will be divided into a certain decision domain in line with the following rules: 1) If λ(C m ) ≥ ξ , then the basic clustering C m will be divided into the positive domain interval (high quality domain), recorded as C m ∈ POS ξ ( ); 2) If λ(C m ) < ξ , then the basic clustering C m will be divided into the negative domain interval (inferior domain), which is recorded as C m ∈ NEG ξ ( ); A step of above partition can determine that the POS ξ ( ) set is filled with high quality clustering members, and the NEG ξ ( ) set is filled with inferior quality clustering members;
Besides, the method will preserve the high-quality basic clustering members in the POS ξ ( ) domain, delete the inferior basic clustering members in the NEG ξ ( ) domain. Meanwhile, the method will add |NEG ξ ( )| new basic clustering again to make | | equal M . Afterwards, clustering quality of the updated set will be recalculated and the two-branch decisions strategy will be conducted again until |NEG ξ ( )| = 0 (NEG ξ ( ) has no elements) or the specified time of iterations. Then the optimal clustering set is obtained at this time.
Based on the above-mentioned two-branch decisions filtering idea which oriented to the basic clustering, the following algorithm 1 can be obtained. The pipeline of ensemble clustering refined by algorithm 1 is illustrated in Figure 3 .
B. BASIC CLUSTERING FILTERING ALGORITHM BASED ON THREE-WAY DECISIONS
As the most important extension of the two-branch decisions, the three-way decisions is an important granular calculation method derived from the rough set theory [47] - [49] in machine learning. Compared with the traditional two-branch decisions which requires the iterative incremental solution to solve the uncertainty of the problem, the three-way decisions increases the decision-making behavior when the decisionmaking is not accurate or can not make accurate positive and negative decisions. The three-way decisions strategy not only reasonably explain the division behavior of the three decision domains (positive domain, negative domain and boundary domain) in the rough set theory (in line with the human solution to the problem of uncertainty), but also reduce the time consumption (abandoning incremental decision-making strategy (i.e. adding new knowledge constantly to make sure the uncertainty part turn to certain domain) in two-branch decisions.)
The evaluation function of three-way decisions is extended by the function of two-branch decisions. The improved function λ is much more in line with human habits of dealing with uncertainty problems. In order to give a classification of reliability degree to each element in data set D, the function λ will be iteratively conducted according to the following rule till all of the element are brought into a certain object set.
When λ(x) ≥ β, the element x will be divided into the positive decision domain of set D which records as POS (α,β) (D);
When λ(x) ≤ α, the element x will be divided into the negative decision domain of set D which records as NEG (α,β) (D);
When α < λ(x) < β, the element x will be divided into the delay decision domain of set D which records as BND (α,β) (D).
Wherein the (α, β) are the thresholds of three-way decisions, and usually be set to 0 < α < β < 1. The introduction of delay decision domain explain the process of eliminating the uncertain part in uncertainty problem, and it will be much more in line with the human decision-making process of solving uncertainty problems. Therefore, based on the three-way decisions strategy and Definition 4, the evaluation function of the two-branch decisions is extended. And the structure of basic clustering quality filtering method based on three-way decisions is:
First, giving the basic clustering quality filtering thresholds (α, β). And for any basic clustering C m ∈ , the following three-way decisions are performed according to the evaluation functions λ(C m ).
1) If λ(C m ) ≥ β, then the basic clustering C m will be divided into the positive domain (high-quality domain) recorded as C m ∈ POS (α,β) ( ); 2) If λ(C m ) < α, then the basic clustering C m will be divided into the negative domain (inferior domain) which is recorded as C m ∈ NEG (α,β) ( ); 3) If α ≤ λ(C m ) < β, then the basic clustering C m will be divided into the delay domain (uncertain domain) which is recorded as C m ∈ BND (α,β) ( ). After a round of tripartition, it can be concluded that the basic clusterings in the set POS (α,β) ( ) are highquality clustering members; the basic clusterings in the set NEG (α,β) ( ) are low-quality clustering members; the qual- Delete the basic clusterings which in the set of NEG ξ ( ) and change the POS ξ ( ) to ; 15 Generate |NEG ξ ( )| new basic clusterings and put them into ; 16 end for; 17 Output basic clustering set to * ity of the basic clustering members in the set BND (α,β) ( ) cannot be determined, and needing a further judgement decision.
Besides, this method will preserve the high-quality members in the domain POS (α,β) ( ), delete the low-quality members in the domain NEG (α,β) ( ), and update = − NEG (α,β) ( ) at the same time. The updated will recalculate the basic clustering quality, and conduct three-way decisions again until |NEG (α,β) ( )| = 0 (NEG (α,β) ( ) has no elements) or the specified time of iterations. Then the optimal clustering set is obtained at this time.
Based on the above three-way decisions filtering idea which oriented to the basic clustering, the following algorithm 2 can be obtained. The pipeline of ensemble clustering refined by algorithm 2 is illustrated in Figure 4 .
V. EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS
In this section, the proposed algorithm is verified using 8 sets of data sets, and the ensemble clustering is evaluated by three different clustering algorithm evaluation indicators. All experiments in this section were performed in a python 3.6 environment. The workstation environment is Ubuntu18.04lts, intel i7-7820X, 32G memory, and the ide environment is pyCharm professional 2017.11.
A. DATA SET AND EXPERIMENTAL PREPARATION
The experiment selects 8 real data sets from UCI machine learning repository (http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml), which are image segmentation (IS), letter recognition (LR), landsat satellite(LS), pen digit (PD), multiple features (MF), optical digit recognition (ODR), steel plates faults (SPF), Texture. The above data set is described in detail in Table 4 : 
B. EVALUATION CRITERIA
In order to comprehensively evaluate the effects of different algorithms, this experiment uses F-measure [50] and normalized mutual information (NMI) [3] and adjusted rand index (ARI) [51] to evaluate the clustering results. Among them, Delete the basic clusterings which in the set of NEG ( α, β)( ); 18 Merge the POS ( α, β)( ) and BND ( α, β)( ) into ; 19 end for; 20 Output basic clustering set to * NMI and ARI are two commonly used clustering performance evaluation indicators.
1) F-MEASURE
F-measure is an accuracy indicator. It can be used to evaluate the performance of clustering. When evaluating the performance of clustering, F-measure is calculated by the accuracy rate P and the recall rate R of a tested clustering w.r.t. the ground-truth clustering C g of the data set. Hence, when evaluating the performance of ensemble clustering, we need calculate the accuracy rate P and the recall rate R of consensus result C w.r.t. C g , and the F-measure value is further calculated.
The accuracy rate P and the recall rate R of the cluster c j in the test clustering C the clusters c g i in the ground-truth clustering C g are calculated as:
where the cluster c g i is the cluster with i-th type tag in the ground-truth clustering C g ; the cluster c j is the cluster with j-th type tag in the clustering C .
The percentage of elements in the cluster c j match the ground-truth cluster c g i is calculated as:
The accuracy of consensus result C w.r.t. ground-truth clustering C g is calculated as:
where k is the number of clusters in C .
2) NMI
NMI is a kind of commonly used clustering evaluation indicator. NMI provides information exchange index (degree of association) among a set of random variables. Regarding two basic clusters as random variables, it is applicable for the evaluation of information exchange. Hence, NNI can also evaluate the performance of ensemble clustering. For the consensus result C and the ground-truth clustering C g , the NMI score is calculated as:
where µ is the number of clusters in C , µ g is the number of clusters in ground-truth clustering C g , ω i is the number of VOLUME 7, 2019 objects in the i-th cluster of C , θ j is the number of objects in the j-th cluster of C g , and V ij is the number of common objects shared by cluster i in C and cluster j in C g , and τ is the number of objects.
3) ARI
The ARI is a generalization of the Rand Index (RI) [52] , which is computed by considering the number of objects on which two clusterings agree or disagree. Specifically, the ARI score of C w.r.t. C g is computed as follows:
ARI (C , C g ) = 2(η 00 η 11 − η 01 η 10 ) (η 00 + η 01 )(η 01 + η 11 ) + (η 00 + η 10 )(η 10 + η 11 )
. (11) where η 11 is the number of object pairs that appear in the same cluster in both C and C g , η 00 is the number of object pairs that appear in different clusters in C and C g , η 10 is the number of object pairs that appear in the same cluster in C but in different clusters in C g , and η 01 is the number of object pairs that appear in different clusters in C but in the same cluster in C g . The above F-measure and NMI and ARI indicators have a value range of [0, 1], and the larger the value, the better the performance of the clustering algorithm.
C. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
This section intends to design comparative experiments from different perspective to analyze the performance of participated algorithms on the data set. Meanwhile, k-means [53] , EAC, HGPA, LWEA [29] , and LWGP [29] are selected as the benchmark algorithms for comparison. Among them, the LWEA and LWGP methods have excellent effects in their literature, and the performance is greatly improved compared with the classical ensemble clustering algorithm and the existing improved ensemble clustering method. In this paper, we use the two basic clustering filtering algorithms (BCF2BD, BCF3WD) to refine the exist ensemble clustering (EAC, LWEA, LWGP), and the BCF2BD-EAC, BCF2BD-LWEA, BCF2BD-LWGP, BCF3WD-EAC, BCF3WD-LWEA, BCF3WD-LWGP obtained to compare with the benchmark algorithm. After 10-fold cross validation, some experimental parameters i.e. iteration number R is set to 5, threshold of the BCF2BD is set to 0.55, and the threshold (α, β) of the BCF3WD is set to (0.25, 0.57). By the way, each of the candidate basic clustering members is produced by the k-means algorithm with the number of clusters k randomly selected in the interval of [2, √ N ], where N is the number of objects in the data set. A detailed description of the various algorithms involved in the experiment is given in Table 5 . In order to verify the effectiveness of the two algorithms proposed in this paper on performance of ensemble clustering, several groups of experiments are designed as follows:
1) Qualitative analysis: The comparison of performance between refined algorithms (BCF2BD-EAC, BCF2BD-LWEA, BCF3WD-EAC, BCF3WD-LWEA) and original algorithms (k-means, LWEA, EAC);
2) Quantitative analysis: The comparison of performance scores (computed by several performance measurement indicators) between refined algorithms (BCF2BD-EAC, BCF2BD-LWEA, BCF2BD-LWGP, BCF3WD-EAC, BCF3WD-LWEA, BCF3WD-LWGP) and original algorithms (EAC, LWEA, LWGP, HGPA);
In order to verify the impact of the thresholds on the two algorithms, several experiments are designed as follows:
3) Sensitivity of the threshold ξ to BCF2BD. 4) Sensitivity of threshold pair (α, β) to BCF3WD. To verify time consumption, the experiment is designed as follows: 5) Time consumption experiment of all methods participating in the experiments.
1) THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE FILTERING ALGORITHM
In order to verify if the two proposed algorithms improve the performance of ensemble clustering, a comparison experiment was conducted in this section. The experiment compares the algorithm performance of each method on same data set. To facilitate comparison, all the methods were divided into two groups. Namely, the optimization group (BCF2BD, BCF3WD) and the control group (EAC and k-means). The experimental method is to perform 100 experiments using each algorithm, and calculate the average NMI score of the 100 times as the algorithm performance score.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 5 . The BCF2BD-EAC and BCF3WD-EAC effects were significantly better than the EAC method in control group on all test data sets. In particular, BCF3WD-EAC scored the best NMI score on all test data sets. This indicates that the two filtering algorithms proposed in this paper are effective for ensemble clustering. In addition, comparing the k-means algorithm in the control group, several ensemble clustering methods performed better on most data sets. On the SPF which is not friendly to the ensemble clustering, the average effect of EAC is weaker than k-means. However, the performance of BCF2BD-EAC and BCF3WD-EAC in the optimization group is still better than the benchmark k-means algorithm, and the effect is obviously much batter than EAC algorithm in the control group.
BCF2BD-EAC and BCF3WD-EAC had the most significant improvement in the NMI mean score on the LR data set, which was approximate 2-3% higher than the benchmark EAC, respectively. On the data sets of IS, LS, PD, etc, BCF2BD-EAC and BCF3WD-EAC compared the EAC with obvious improvement. Comparing the EAC on the test data set MF, BCF2BD-EAC and BCF3WD-EAC have a approximate performance. In summary, experimental data shows that BCF2BD and BCF3WD can improve the performance of ensemble clustering algorithms.
2) OPTIMIZATION ANALYSIS OF ENSEMBLE CLUSTERING BY FILTERING ALGORITHM
In order to further verify the improvement of the two filtering algorithms on the ensemble clustering, this section compares BCF2BD-EAC, BCF2BD-LWEA, BCF2BD-LWGP, BCF3WD-EAC, BCF3WD-LWEA, BCF3WD-LWGP with EAC, LWEA, LWGP HGPA. Three evaluation criteria (Fmeasure, NMI and ARI) were uesd to evaluate the performance scores. HGPA is an algorithm used to measure the accuracy of the control group.
At the same time, the experiment was performed to execute each algorithm 50 times under the premise that | | = M is constant (M = 40), and then the average F-measure, NMI score and ARI score are calculated.
The experimental results are shown in Tables 6 and 7 . The best results obtained under each data set are highlighted in bold. BCF3WD-LWEA and BCF3WD-LWGP have achieved the best algorithm performance on almost all data sets. Especially on the LR, Texture, IS, LS data sets, BCF3WD has improved the ensemble clustering algorithm. The two algorithms have improved the EAC effect of the classical ensemble clustering algorithm. The average improvement effect on the LR data set is the best, and BCF2BD and BCF3WD reach 2.09% and 2.77% respectively. Even if LWEA and LWGP adopt locally weighted strategy, the influence of lowquality clustering on ensemble clustering is reduced to some extent. Comparing with the two methods, refined methods still have a certain amount of performance improvement on each data set because of the filtering strategy. Among them, BCF2BD-LWEA achieves the best performance improvement on LS, reaching 1.18%. BCF2BD-LWGP achieves the best algorithmic improvement on Texture, reaching 1.14%. In the same way, BCF3WD-LWEA achieves the best algorithm improvement effect on IS, reaching 1.87%. BCF3WD-LWGP achieves the best algorithmic improvement on LR, reaching 1.8%. The above clustering effect is improved because BCF2BD and BCF3WD eliminate the negative influence of low-quality basic clustering and improve the positive impact of high-quality basic clustering. This experiment further proves the effectiveness of BCF2BD and BCF3WD in improving the performance of ensemble clustering algorithms.
The above experiment keeps the | | = M unchanged, and this part of the experiment will evaluate the influence of the ensemble size M on the BCF2BD and BCF3WD optimize ensemble clustering algorithms.
The six ensemble clustering methods involved in this experiment were divided into two groups. Same as before, the optimization groups includes BCF2BD-EAC, BCF2BD-LWEA, BCF2BD-LWGP, BCF3WD-EAC, BCF3WD-LWEA, and BCF3WD-LWGP, and the control groups includes EAC, LWEA, and LWGP. Setting 5 different ensemble size M (M = 40, 60, 80, 100, 120), and each method will be conducted 20 experiments with a certain ensemble size M . Moveover, the average NMI score will be calculated. The performance of all methods in the eight standard data sets is shown in Figure 6 (a-h):
Unlike the irregularity of the control group, the NMI score of the six algorithms in the optimization group increased when M increasing. Especially on the IS data set, as M increasing, the NMI score of BCF2BD-EAC is the most obvious compared to the EAC algorithm. On the IS, LR, ODR, and Texture data sets, the NMI score of the EAC algorithm decreases as M increases, while the NMI score of the BCF2BD-EAC increases as M increases. The above experimental data show that with the increase of the ensemble size M , the ensemble clustering optimized by the filtering algorithm can obtain better clustering quality and the performance is much stabler.
3) SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THRESHOLD TO BCF2BD
To verify the effect of different thresholds on BCF2BD, experiments were performed with randomly generated 100 sets of discrete thresholds. By comparing the effect of BCF2BD on the ensemble clustering algorithm under different thresholds, the interval of optimal threshold is found. The experimental algorithms are ECA and BCF2BD-EAC. The experiment was conducted with the same initial thresholds, and the improvement rate of the optimization algorithm to the original algorithm is used as sensitivity score. Figure 7 shows a scatter plot of sensitivity score of BCF2BD on different data sets with a set of thresholds. It is obtained that when the threshold value is 0.45 0.63, the BCF2BD has a better efficiency on filtering. When the threshold point locate in [0,0.45], the efficiency of BCF2BD rises up with the increase of threshold. However, when the threshold point locate in [0.63,1], the efficiency of BCF2BD drops with the increase of threshold. Especially when the threshold point locate in [0.75,1], a negative optimization effects will occur. In summary, the the efficiency of BCF2BD w.r.t. the threshold is similar to the classical probability model. And it is further proved that the two-branch decisions strategy is applicable for solving uncertain problems.
4) SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THRESHOLDS TO BCF3WD
In order to examine the influence of different threshold pairs (α, β) on BCF3WD, the experiment selects 100 different thresholds α and β respectively on the threshold values [0, 1] of thresholds α and β, and selects IS as the reference data set. The effect of the threshold pair (α, β) of 100 α and 100 β on the algorithm is shown in Figure 8 :
The x-axis of the xoy plane is the naturally increasing α value, the y-axis is the naturally increasing β value, and the vertical axis is the lifting rate of the clustering integration algorithm compared to the unscreened result under different thresholds. Different threshold adjustment models produce a ratio of high-quality basic clusters, so that the final clustering results have a better effect. As shown in Figure 8 , as the threshold changes, the rate of improvement of the algorithm changes. The growth rate of the algorithm increases with the increase of the threshold pair until it reaches the highest, and then the growth rate of the algorithm decreases with the increase of the threshold pair.
The optimal values of the thresholds α and β under each data set are shown in Table 8 . Through 100 rounds of experiments, the optimal threshold was obtained in [0, 1]. Threshold values α and β affect the effect of the filtering model. Only when the appropriate threshold is taken, the proposed BCF3WD algorithms have a better promotion effect than the benchmark algorithm.
5) TIME CONSUMPTION
This section compares the execution time of each algorithm on different data sets. Among the various clustering integration algorithms involved in the experiment include BCF2BD-LWEA, BCF3WD-LWEA, LWEA, LWGP, HGPA, EAC and classical ensemble clustering algorithm CSPA, MCLA, WCT [7] , TOME [54] . The benchmark data set selected by the experiment is LR, and the data set LR is cut into subsets of different sizes, which is convenient for the time consumption experiment gradient. That is, the test starts from the smallest subset, and as the size of the test subset increases, the time consumption of the test method is calculated.
As shown in Figure 9 , when the largest subset is used as the test data set, BCF2BD-LWEA and BCF3WD-LWEA require 145.6s and 110.8s, respectively, which is slightly better than the CSPA method and faster than WCT and TOME. In the literature of LWEA and LWGP methods, LWEA and LWGP have better algorithmic accuracy than CSPA, MCLA, WCT, TOME and other algorithms. In this experiment, although the BCF2BD algorithm takes more time, it is better than LWEA and LWGP in terms of clustering accuracy and robustness of the benchmark data set. Although the algorithm time consumption of BCF3WD cannot reach the standards of LWEA and LWGP, it improves the accuracy of the algorithm.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, two-branch decisions method and three-way decisions method for basic clustering filtering were proposed. Both methods use information entropy to construct the filtering model based on the quality measurement of basic clustering, and can be integrated with any ensemble clustering algorithm. Through a series of comparison, it is proved that both methods can effectively improve the clustering effect of classical ensemble clustering methods, especially the filtering with three-way decisions method has lower time consumption and better performance. Meanwhile, there remains a serial of work need to do. How to solve the optimal thresholds required by the two algorithms and how to further reduce time consumption, and these problem will be the main directions in our future work.
